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Abstract—In this paper, we present a design methodology of lightweight register transfer level (RTL) hardware threat implemented based on a MAX II FPGA platform. The dynamic power consumed by the toggling of the various bit of registers as well as the dynamic power consumed per unit of logic circuits were analyzed. The hardware threat was designed taking advantage of the differences in dynamic power consumed per unit of logic circuits to hide the transfer information. The experiment result shows that the register hardware threat was successfully implemented by using different dynamic power consumed per unit of logic circuits to hide the key information of DES encryption module. It needs more than 100000 sample curves to reduce the background noise by comparing the sample space when it completely meets the time alignment requirement. In additional, an external trigger signal is playing a very important role to detect the hardware threat in this experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, IC chip manufacture is showing an increasing trend of global cooperation, which shortens the development cycle, helps integrate various technologies, with the products manufactured in foundries at reduced costs. Therefore, the entire manufacturing process cannot be controlled by IC chip design companies. There are lots of security concerns in IC chip production process in terms of hardware Trojan injection and detection technology. We define the concept of hardware Trojan as a mechanism which changes the IC original circuit, inserts an additional malicious function in the original module, changing the device characteristics and behavior of the target device. In addition, the normal hardware functions were reassembled by trigger components, and this behavior was called the hardware threat. Generally, the hardware Trojan is composed of trigger and payload components. No standard procedure exists in the design of hardware Trojans or hardware threat; however, there does exist a wide variety of hardware Trojans posing threats to the transmission of information via hardware. Several hardware Trojan or hardware threat detection methods have been proposed in the past ten years. Simply put, there are three major categories: one is reverse engineering analysis technology using the tools like FIB (Focused Ion Beam), Nano-Probe, OBIC (Optical Beam Induced Current), EBT (Electron Beam Testing), LVP (Laser Voltage Probing), OBIRCH, VC (also called semi-invasive chip analysis techniques [1]-[3] or invasive chip analysis techniques [4]-[11]. But, they require extremely expensive instruments and time consuming operations. (It is almost an impossible mission to find the embedded tiny hardware Trojan due to the complexities of modern chip process technology). Because the payload of a hardware Trojan is triggered by waiting for the trigger condition from non-work state, the second category is trying to guess the activation conditions and inject rare events and vectors into the chip [12]-[16] in order to view the changes in the physical information of the chip. For example, information delay, thermal emission, echo response, and expected responses of information. But, this might not work in situations where the Trojan is activated under rare conditions. The third category is electrical information analysis by using side-channel sniff technology [17]-[19], e.g. electro-magnetic emission, photonics emission and power consumed, which belong to non-invasive chip analysis technique [20]-[24]. Nevertheless, these methods must be based on the availability of a golden chip sample. The analysis results of the DUT will be compared against the analysis results of the golden chip to tell whether a hardware Trojan or hardware threat exists. However, the effectiveness of side-channel analysis methods greatly depends on the sensitivity of the measuring equipment. Non-invasive chip analysis has two mainly methods including simple electromagnetic analysis (SEMA) and simple power analysis (SPA) of CMOS circuits. Wherein, the electromagnetic side-channel analysis is sensitive to background environmental, effective information is easily drowned in environmental noise. Nonetheless, circuit power consumed is easier to sample and analysis than SEMA technique [19].

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a RTL flipped register hardware threat based on a FPGA development board. This register hardware threat leaked the first 16-bit (1010110100000000) of DES private key on the total power consumed by using various number of flipped registers. The design of register hardware threat is detailed in this paper. The hidden mode of leaked key information was analyzed in detail in the total power consumed based on the effective register flip power consumed. A lightweight detection method is proposed by comparing the three numbers of samples (n=100, n=1000, n=10000). We reach the conclusion that the hardware threat detection feature curves of power consumed should be more than 100 thousand samples. This work realized a lightweight approach and basic parameter to detect the power consumed by register hardware threat.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND THREAT SET-UP

The power consumed of a CMOS circuit is mainly composed of static and dynamic power consumed. There is always some
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leakage current in MOS circuits due to the principle of physical device, which is the static power consumed of CMOS device. Although it continually decreases due to the evolution of device process technology, it will always exist. Chip designs usually set the limit of maximum static power consumed. And dynamic power consumed is the sum of the current consumed by the chip capacitor and internal and external short circuit constituted when transistors change states. Therefore, the analysis process is a major step in the analysis of the dynamic power consumed to learn the internal status of the circuit and prepare for reverse engineering. Dynamic power consumed is generally composed of circuit register flip, short, competition and adventure. There are two factors to detect the hardware threat in chip circuit:

1) Average power consumed, the value is the average of the total power consumed in a period of time. It affects the physical characteristics in terms of thermal effects.
2) Instantaneous power consumed, which can be obtained by measuring at any time. It usually expresses the power consumed in a number of instruction execution cycles.

The total power consumed can be summarized as:

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} \cdot C \cdot V_{DD}^2 + Q_s \cdot V_{DD} \cdot f \cdot N + I_{load} \cdot V_{DD} \]  

(1)

The term \( \frac{1}{2} \cdot C \cdot V_{DD}^2 + Q_s \cdot V_{DD} \cdot f \cdot N \) in (1) is dynamic power, which is proportional to the operation frequency \( f \) of the switching device (Clock Frequency). In (1), \( C \) is switching capacitance, \( V_{DD} \) is the supply voltage, \( N \) is the switching activity, \( Q_s \) is technology dependent parameter. We can see from the formula that the overall power consumption is reduced if the circuit is operated at lower frequency. So, if there are different clock generator systems between security module and hardware threat circuit, we can reduce the clock frequency of a security module to increase the dynamic power of hardware threat accounting for the major set. The hardware threat could be more easily detected when the security module was operated at very low frequency, since the power consumed by hardware threat will make up a greater portion of the total power consumed [25].

The whole project was implemented on a FPGA chip, consisting of a register module as the hardware threat, a DES encryption module and a trigger module. All the modules share a common clock source so the frequency reduction technique cannot be used to detect hardware threat. The DES encryption module has been working as a power scrambler. The purpose of this experiment is to find out the relationship between flip-power consumed by various numbers of registers and detection sensitivity. The aim which is joined a DES encryption module in the chip running time modules is to achieve the different proportion analysis of hardware threats in chip actual module. The RTL view of the entire circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The FPGA development board is shown in Fig. 2.

The numbers of registers module flipping are divided into: 32-bit, 128-bit, 512-bit, 1024-bit for dynamic power comparison and analysis. Although the hardware circuit always exists in the chip, there is only static power consumed because hardware threat is not activated when the registers are not flipped. In order to reveal the relationship of the blind flip chip register number and power consumed, LeCroy 104Xi-A 1GHz oscilloscope is used.
Sample space data are very limited due to the limited storage capacity of the oscilloscope, and the monitor IO data collection program could not be completed align on the many sets of data, so we set hardware threat trigger condition as an external IO port. When IO port power is grounded, the hardware threat is not activated. When the IO port is set to VDD, the hardware threat is activated. The average curve of 100000 sample curves was obtained by using Inspector security analysis software. The detailed comparison of the parameters of the experiment is shown in Table I. From Table I, it can be seen when the hardware threat registers flipped to 32bit and 128bit, the dynamic power consumed gap is minimum and the gap of dynamic power consumed per logic unit is the maximum. When the register flips to 32bit, it leaks information "0", and when the register flips 128bit it leaks information "1". Experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 in orange curve. When the register flips to 512bit, it leaks information "0", and when the register flips 1024bit it leaks information "1". Experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 in blue curve. The comparison experiment results show that it is possible to hide the key information by using nonlinear relationship of dynamic power consumed per logic unit. If the dynamic power consumed per logic unit is not in nonlinear relationship that will make it vulnerable to hardware threat through security analysis.

### III. DETECTION METHOD OF REGISTER HARDWARE THREAT

The register hardware threat mainly exists in scattered form to avoid the hot from the local focus and the regional magnetic anomaly detection. Meanwhile, there are four types of trigger conditions to leak information:

1) user input triggered;
2) always on;
3) physical parameter triggered;
4) time triggered.

#### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>32-bit</th>
<th>128-bit</th>
<th>512-bit</th>
<th>1024-bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HT logic</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>2055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total logic</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale %</td>
<td>5.848%</td>
<td>18.6789%</td>
<td>47.2935%</td>
<td>64.2187%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Power without HT</td>
<td>40.3246</td>
<td>42.8479</td>
<td>42.4897</td>
<td>54.3692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Power with HT</td>
<td>41.3630</td>
<td>44.9980</td>
<td>47.6988</td>
<td>66.9047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Power</td>
<td>1.0384</td>
<td>2.1501</td>
<td>5.2091</td>
<td>12.5355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power per area</td>
<td>0.014625</td>
<td>0.0081752</td>
<td>0.0050524</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Comparison view of leaking key in different numbers bit of register
In our experiments, we found that hardware threat usually does not output bound to GPIO ports, because the registers flip to the IO output port will cause high dynamic power consumed due to charge and discharge of the capacitor. The effect on dynamic power consumed by bounding output to GPIO ports by hardware threat is shown in Fig. 4.

In our experiments, we found that hardware threat usually does not output bound to GPIO ports, because the registers flip to the IO output port will cause high dynamic power consumed due to charge and discharge of the capacitor. The effect on dynamic power consumed by bounding output to GPIO ports by hardware threat is shown in Fig. 4.
At present, we do not have a defined process to detect hardware threat for blind chip. The key is the alignment of the trigger time to analyze power leakage feature curves. In order to explain the problem, hardware threat registers set the triggering signal to the GPIO port when it returned. It is significant to analyze the curves in the same process after triggering the hardware threat.

1) Always on hardware threat detection, generally, the moment of power on is used as the trigger signal.
2) User input triggered hardware threat detection, it will imitate all sensitive information, vector, rare event.
3) Physical parameter triggered hardware threat detection, physical pressure test method is used to satisfy physical conditions to trigger hardware threat.
4) Time triggered hardware threat detection, from the point of view of the attacker, time triggered hardware threat usually leaked information in a short time. Its interval time is very accurate and short, then the power consumed increases transiently. That time can be seen on the oscilloscope trigger signal, then the curves could be captured.

There is an important problem to handle that is data sample space after time alignment trigger signals. In this experiment, the effect on the number of samples was analyzed by comparing various numbers of average samples feature curves. The number of samples n=100 and n=1000 is compared in Fig. 5, which shows that the leaked information is not easy to distinguish in precise time alignment of average of two curves. It could discern leaked key bits of DES encryption module basically when increased the number of samples of curves (n=100000) in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 The average feature curves of samples n=1000 and n=100000](image)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present implementation and analysis method of a lightweight register transit level (RTL) register hardware threat based on a MAX II FPGA. The dynamic power consumed by various numbers of flipping register was obtained and analyzed. The experiment result showed that it was successful to design the register hardware threat by using various dynamic power consumed per unit of logic circuits to hide the key information of the encryption module. Currently, more than 100 side-channel analysis methods of detection hardware threats had been proposed by researchers. Although none of them is considered the standard processes or authoritative guide to detect the hardware threats, side-channel information analysis is the trade-off at cost, time and accuracy.

Hiding the power consumption of flipping registers with different sizes in the total power consumption of the chip, which is way the register hardware threat works, is analyzed in this paper. An attacker not only extracts leaked information but also prevents the detection of hardware threat. Furthermore, this paper explains the importance of the presence or absence of external trigger signal to detect the presence of hardware threats. Thus, hidden prompt trigger information to attacker is the key to the successful design of a hardware threat. The average feature curve was obtained by selecting the prompt trigger as the alignment trigger signal. It needs to sample 100000 times at least to reduce the influence of background noise. We studied the hardware threat in order to detect whether it exist. Further work will be focused on intelligent hardware Trojans defined as the next generation of hardware Trojans compromise of firmware, the low level driver system, hardware circuit to extract core private keys of security chip.
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